**SPECIFICHE**

- Piano Terra e piano interrato
- Superficie: ca. 237,60 m²
- Capienza: 240 posti a sedere
- Dotazioni multimediali
- Copertura Wi-Fi
- Possibilità di catering esterno

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Total surface area: apx. 360 m²
- Stage area: apx. 43 m²
- Capacity: seating for 237
- IT and multimedia equipment (p 26)
- Wi-Fi coverage
- Catering permitted

The Auditorium, found between the Alfa building ground and basement floors, appears as a single unit lined in sheets of brass turning it into a “golden chamber”. A imposing inclined wall characterizes the inside of the building, defining the triple heightened entrance and closing the auditorium to the east. It is a “volume within a volume” seating 240 on inclined tiers. The entrance to the auditorium is from the spacious foyer found on the basement level, ideal to allow visitors to circle the whole auditorium and experience it as a single unit. Access to the auditorium is also granted via a suspended walkway on the ground floor that crosses the void connecting the “golden chamber” to the rest of the building. The hall has a control room equipped with a recording system of 3 cameras, streaming transmission systems and is the ideal venue for international conferences and seminars expecting a considerable turnout.